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I

f there is one topic that has dominated the homebuilding field in recent years,
it’s energy efficiency. But for all the headlines and airtime dedicated to the topic of

trimming home-energy use, many of the discussions they generate don’t go any further
than the admission that, yes, we need to work harder to save energy where we live.
What we really need to talk about is how.
At Fine Homebuilding magazine, we focus not only on what good, responsible
builders should do to construct or remodel homes that don’t waste energy, but also on
how they do it. This book explains how you can, too.
In The Energy-Smart House, you’ll be able to follow these builders step-by-step
through critical energy enhancements that include air-sealing, insulation upgrades, and
window replacement, as well as choosing the best low-energy fixtures and appliances.
Today, the opportunities for reducing the energy requirements of the homes we live
in—no matter how old they may be—are tremendous. The evolution in building products
alone, from housewraps to LED lighting to high-performance windows, has equipped
builders with a wide array of options to make homes more durable and healthier as
well as less costly to live in and maintain. Ever-advancing technologies enable new
mechanical systems to deliver heating, cooling, and hot water more effectively and
at a lower cost. All the while, a greater understanding of building science enables
knowledgeable builders to craft efficient, long-lasting dwellings regardless of the
climate in which they build.
The fact is, true energy efficiency can only be achieved through a multifaceted
approach that takes the whole house, its site, structure, and systems, into account.

A home is not made “energy efficient” by popping in a few new windows or loading up
the attic with cellulose. Good builders know the path to energy efficiency is a multistep
process, and that each improvement influences the steps that follow. And that the
conscientious application of smart building techniques like the ones found here is the
most reliable roadmap they can follow in their pursuit of an energy-smart home.
Debra Judge Silber, Managing editor,
Fine Homebuilding magazine
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Every House
Needs an Energy
Audit
By Jefferson Kolle

I

n the bill from her gas company, Leslie

audits. And while an old leaky house might

MacKensie of Minneapolis learned that

be the obvious choice for an energy-waste

she could have a free energy audit performed

diagnosis, new houses can benefit, too. The

on her house, so she made an appointment.

results can be an excellent marketing tool

After assessing the 1915 bungalow, the audi-

for builders and can help homebuyers

tors showed her air leaks and other problems

qualify for an energy-efficient mortgage,

that resulted in a monthly bill of $110. The

which uses energy-cost savings to lower

auditors left her with weatherstripping and

debt-to-income ratios.

foam-insulation pads to install, along with a
list of other needed improvements.

The most important thing to note about
energy audits, however, is that they don’t

Chipping away at the list has had dramat-

save money or energy. Implementing the

ic results. Even after she expanded her home

recommended improvements is how the

with a small addition, her current gas bill

savings happen.

averages only $80 a month. “Almost as important,” she says, “is that now our home is
really comfortable to live in all year round.”
Home-energy auditing—the process of
diagnosing and recommending improvements to reduce a house’s energy consumption—is not a new idea, but the reasons to
get an audit are more pressing as concerns
about costs, comfort, personal health, and
the environment loom large.
Along with free or reduced-cost audits
offered by utility companies, an increasing
number of private companies perform

There Are Two
Types of Audits
Energy audits vary in complexity from an
unscientific but learned assessment to one
that uses an assortment of diagnostic equipment to measure the performance of a house
and its systems. The unscientific assessment
typically consists of a thorough two- to
three-hour walk-through, during which the
auditor makes a visual inspection; takes photographs; and records information about the

Locating leaks. One of the most valuable scientific tools an auditor can use is a
blower door, which is mounted temporarily on an exterior-door frame. The blower
door’s calibrated fan pulls air through the building, measuring the amount of
air leaks. While the fan is operating, an auditor uses a smoke stick to locate the
leaks. Smoke pulls away from the leaky spot and toward the blower door.
Ever y House Needs an Energy Audit
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